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1. 

SYSTEMAND METHOD OF A MARINE 
SURVEY USING VERTICALLY ORIENTED 

SENSOR STREAMERS 

BACKGROUND 

Underground hydrocarbon reservoirs are in many cases 
found beneath bodies of water, such as lakes or oceans. In the 
case of mature hydrocarbon producing fields, the Surface of 
the water may be populated with equipment Such as drilling 
platforms and production platforms. Moreover, the ocean 
bottom may be populated with drilling and production-re 
lated equipment Such as production tubing, valves, lines, and 
anchors. 
The relative density of drilling- and/or production-related 

equipment makes difficult the performance of marine Surveys 
(e.g., seismic, electromagnetic) to gauge the state of the 
underlying hydrocarbon bearing formations. Thus, perma 
nent or semi-permanent monitoring of mature hydrocarbon 
producing fields that reside beneath bodies of water is diffi 
cult. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

For a detailed description of exemplary embodiments, ref 
erence will now be made to the accompanying drawings in 
which: 

FIG. 1 shows a perspective view of a marine survey system 
in accordance with at least some embodiments; 

FIG. 2 shows an elevation view of a sensor system in 
accordance with at least Some embodiments; 

FIG. 3 shows side elevation views of example configura 
tions of the sensor streamers in accordance with at least some 
embodiments; 

FIG. 4 shows a cross-sectional view of sensor streamer in 
accordance with at least Some embodiments; and 

FIG. 5 shows a method in accordance with at least some 
embodiments. 

NOTATION AND NOMENCLATURE 

Certain terms are used throughout the following descrip 
tion and claims to refer to particular system components. As 
one skilled in the art will appreciate, different companies may 
refer to a component by different names. This document does 
not intend to distinguish between components that differ in 
name but not function. In the following discussion and in the 
claims, the terms “including and "comprising are used in an 
open-ended fashion, and thus should be interpreted to mean 
“including, but not limited to . . . . . Also, the term “couple' 
or “couples’ is intended to mean either an indirect or direct 
connection. Thus, if a first device couples to a second device, 
that connection may be through a direct connection or 
through an indirect connection via other devices and connec 
tions. 

“Cable' shall mean a flexible, load carrying member that 
also comprises electrical conductors and/or optical conduc 
tors for carrying electrical power and/or signals between 
components. 

“Rope' shall mean a flexible, axial load carrying member 
that does not include electrical and/or optical conductors. 
Such a rope may be made from fiber, steel, other high strength 
material, chain, or combinations of Such materials. 

“Line' shall mean either a rope or a cable. 
“Substantially' shall mean, with respect to longitudinal 

placement along a streamer, that two or more devices are 
within +/-5 centimeters of a designated location. 
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2 
“Substantially shall mean, with respect to vertical orien 

tation of a device, within +/-15 degrees of vertical in the 
absence of water currents. 

Acoustic energy” shall refer to pressure waves travelling 
in water and/or an earth formation, and shall include both 
audible and non-audible energy. 

“Vertically oriented with respect to a sensor streamer 
deployed in a body of water refers to an orientation of the 
sensor streamer in the absence of water currents. In operation, 
water currents and other conditions may cause sensor stream 
ers to tilt, but Such tilting of the sensor streamers does not 
obviate that the sensors are “vertically oriented.” 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

The following discussion is directed to various embodi 
ments of the invention. Although one or more of these 
embodiments may be preferred, the embodiments disclosed 
should not be interpreted, or otherwise used, as limiting the 
Scope of the disclosure or the claims. In addition, one skilled 
in the art will understand that the following description has 
broad application, and the discussion of any embodiment is 
meant only to be exemplary of that embodiment, and not 
intended to intimate that the scope of the disclosure or the 
claims, is limited to that embodiment. 
The various embodiments are directed to permanent or 

semi-permanent systems for monitoring the state of hydro 
carbon bearing formations that reside beneath bodies of 
water. The permanent or semi-permanent systems enable 
multiple three-dimensional surveys of the state of the hydro 
carbon bearing formations taken over time, sometimes 
referred to as four dimension (4D) monitoring. In particular, 
the various embodiments are directed to a set of vertically 
oriented sensor streamers placed in operational relationship 
to the hydrocarbon bearing formation. 

FIG. 1 shows a perspective cut-away view of a marine 
survey system 100 in accordance with at least some embodi 
ments. In particular, FIG. 1 shows a marine environment 
comprising a Surface 102 of the water (cut away so as not to 
obscure the underlying components), an earth formation 104 
that comprises a hydrocarbon bearing formation 106, the 
sea-bottom 108 (use of the term "sea-bottom shall not be 
read as a limitation to salt-water locations), along with a 
plurality of sensor systems 110. Only sensor systems 110A 
and 1108 are specifically designated so as not to unduly 
complicate the figure. The sensor systems 102 are illustra 
tively deployed in a grid pattern, and each sensor System 110 
extends upwardly from the sea-bottom 108. 

Referring specifically to sensor system 110A as represen 
tative of all the sensor systems 110, each sensor system 110 
comprises a buoy 112, an anchor 114, and a sensor streamer 
116. The buoy 112 provides a tensioning force for the sensor 
streamer 116, and the tensioning force tends to orient the 
sensor streamer 116 in a substantially vertical orientation. 
The anchor 114 holds the sensor streamer 116 and buoy 112 
in place. 
The illustrative grid pattern comprises spacing between the 

sensor Systems of AX in an arbitrarily designated X direction, 
and a sensor spacing of AY in an arbitrarily designated Y 
direction. The actual spacing will vary for each particular 
installation based on parameters such as depth of the hydro 
carbon bearing formation 106 beneath the sea-bottom 108, 
size of the hydrocarbon bearing formation 106, length of the 
sensor streamers 116, seismic velocity, electrical resistivity of 
the Earth, and type and frequency of the energy used to 
interrogate the hydrocarbon bearing formation 106 (e.g., 
acoustic energy, or electromagnetic energy). 
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The water depth 118 at the location of the marine survey 
system 100 will vary not only with location, but also with 
tides. In some cases, the length 120 of the sensor systems 110 
will be approximately the same as the average water depth, 
such that the buoys 112 will reside at or near the surface. In 
cases where the buoys 112 reside at or near the surface, 
Surface vessels (e.g., source vessel) can sail between the 
locations of the vertical streamers. In yet other embodiments, 
the length 120 of the sensor systems will be less than the 
average water depth 118, such that the buoys 112 of the sensor 
systems 110 reside below the surface 102 of the water. In a 
particular embodiment, the buoys 112 may reside sufficiently 
below the surface 102 to enable surface survey vessels to sail 
over the marine survey system 100 without encountering the 
sensor systems 110. For example, the buoys 112 may reside 
sufficiently below the surface 102 such that a survey vessel 
pulling a source of energy (e.g., acoustic energy, electromag 
netic energy) can position the source of energy at various 
locations over and/or near the marine survey system 100 to 
interrogate the hydrocarbon bearing formation 106. As a non 
limiting example of length of the sensor Systems 110, in a 
location having a water depth of 100 meters, the length 120 of 
the sensor systems 110 may be about 75 meters. Another 
specific yet non-limiting example is a location having a water 
depth of 500 meters with the length 120 of the sensor systems 
110 being about 450 meters. Longer or shorter lengths 120 
may be used, including lengths that extend to the Surface. 

Still referring to FIG. 1, in some embodiments each indi 
vidual sensor system 110 of the marine survey system 100 is 
mechanically unconnected to its neighbor sensor Systems. 
Embodiments where no mechanical connection exists may 
work well in locations where the currents, tidal or otherwise, 
are relatively weak. However, in situations where water cur 
rents flowing through the marine survey system 100 are rela 
tively strong, the amount of lateral displacement of the sensor 
systems 110 may be limited by coupling the sensor Systems 
together at their distal ends. In particular, FIG. 1 shows a 
plurality of lines 150 that define a grid pattern. Illustrative 
FIG. 1 shows lines 150 only on the sensor systems 110 at the 
most distant locations from the point of view of FIG. 1 so as 
not to unduly complicate the figure; however, in a particular 
embodiment the lines 150 form a grid pattern covering the 
entire area delineated by the sensor system. At locations 
where the lines 150 intersect, the buoys 112 are coupled. In 
this way, the sensor Systems 110 shift as group. The group 
thus resists shifting caused by steady state current, and wave 
based currents (particularly with wavelengths less than the 
overall width or length of the marine survey system 100) may 
be dampened thus reducing the lateral movement of any par 
ticular sensor system 110. 

FIG. 2 shows a side elevation view of a sensor system in 
greater detail. In particular, FIG. 2 illustrates the anchor 114, 
sensor streamer 116, and buoy 112. FIG. 2 also illustrates 
aspects of the sensor streamer 116. Such as an elongated outer 
jacket 200, coupling 202 on an end closest to the anchor 114, 
and coupling 204 on the distal end of the elongated outer 
jacket 200. Each component will be discussed in turn. 

The anchor 114 contacts the sea-bottom 108 and holds the 
sensor system 110 in place. The anchor 114 can take any 
suitable form or shape, and as illustrated takes the form of a 
heavily weighted block. For example, the anchor 114 may be 
a concrete block, with or without steel reinforcement. In 
another embodiment, the anchor 114 may be a steel structure 
of any suitable form. The anchor 114 may sit on the sea 
bottom 108, or may extend below the sea-bottom 108 as 
needed. 
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The anchor 114 couples to an elongated outerjacket 200 of 

the sensor streamer 116 by way of a coupling 202. In the 
illustrative embodiments of FIG. 2, the anchor 114 has an 
eyelet 206 and attaches to the coupling 202 by way of a link 
208; however, any suitable system may be used to couple the 
anchor 114 to the coupling 202. Such as a line. The mechani 
cal connection between the coupling 202 and the anchor 114 
enables the sensor streamer 116 to shift or rotate from its 
Substantially vertical orientation, such as rotation caused by 
ocean currents, or to shift laterally when pushed aside by 
objects, such as the keel of a boat. 

Still referring to FIG. 2, the sensor system 110 further 
comprises distal or upper coupling 204. The buoy 112 couples 
to the elongated outerjacket 200 by way of a coupling 204. In 
the illustrative embodiments of FIG. 2, the buoy 112 has an 
eyelet 210 and attaches to the coupling 204 by way of a link 
212; however, any suitable system may be used to couple the 
buoy 112 to the coupling 204, such as a line. The mechanical 
connection between the coupling 204 and the buoy enables 
the buoy 112 to shift, Such as shifting caused by ocean cur 
rents or when pushed aside by objects, such as the keel of a 
boat. In other embodiments, the buoy 112 may couple directly 
to the elongated outer jacket 200, and thus any movement 
caused by currents or objects may be of the buoy 112 and 
elongated outer jacket 200 as a group. 
The buoy 112 is illustrated as a circular buoy; however, the 

positive buoyancy provided by the buoy 112 may be provided 
by any suitable shape and/or type of buoy. For example, in 
Some embodiments the buoy may have an elongated shape 
such that the buoy orients itself to align with the prevailing 
currents, thus reducing the amount of shifting the sensor 
system 110 may experience when exposed to water currents. 

Sensor streamer 116 comprises the elongated outer jacket 
200. The elongated outer jacket 200 may take any suitable 
form. In a particular embodiment, the elongated outerjacket 
200 is flexible and constructed of polyurethane. In some 
embodiments, the elongated outer jacket has an external 
diameter of between 55 and 67 millimeters, and in a particular 
embodiment about 62 millimeters. Other diameters, both 
larger and Smaller, may be used depending on the number of 
sensors disposed within the elongated outer jacket 200. A 
number of components may reside within the elongated outer 
jacket 200, and such components will be discussed in more 
detail below. However, in some embodiments the sensor 
streamer 116 is neutrally buoyant, or slightly negatively 
buoyant, with the tensioning force supplied by the buoy 112 
holding the sensor streamer in a Substantially vertical orien 
tation. 

Still referring to FIG. 2, the sensor streamer 116 comprises 
a plurality of sensors. In a particular embodiment, the sensor 
streamer 116 comprises a plurality of hydrophones 220A-D 
(i.e., pressure gradient sensors) coupled to the elongated outer 
jacket 200, and more specifically coupled within the elon 
gated outer jacket 200. As illustrated, the hydrophones 220 
are spaced longitudinally along the elongated outer jacket 
(i.e., spaced along the long dimension of the elongated outer 
jacket 200), with the spacing indicated as AZ. The spacing 
AZ can be uniform along the length of the sensor streamer (as 
shown), or non-uniform. The spacing between the individual 
hydrophones may change for each particular installation. 
Closer spacing is better, but for extended length sensor 
streamers 116 (e.g., 450 meter sensor streamers), economics 
may dictate larger spacing. In order to derive quality data 
from the hydrophones, spacing of not less than half the wave 
length of the acoustic and/or seismic energy of the source 
provides better data, and spacing is dictated by the desired 
seismic resolution. Any Suitable hydrophone may be used, 
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such as the T-2BX hydrophone marketed by Teledyne Instru 
ments, Inc. of Houston, Tex. Designating locations of the 
hydrophones with a circle is merely to distinguish the hydro 
phones from the other sensors, and not meant to imply any 
structural configuration of the hydrophones. 
The sensor streamer 116 further comprises a plurality of 

three-axis motion detectors 222A-D coupled to the elongated 
outer jacket 200, and more specifically coupled within the 
elongated outer jacket 200. In a particular embodiment, the 
three-axis motion detectors 222 are spaced longitudinally 
along the elongated outer jacket and are substantially co 
located with the hydrophones 220. The spacing between the 
individual three-axis motion detectors may change for each 
particular installation for the same reasons as discussed with 
respect to the hydrophones. The three-axis motion detectors 
222 may take multiple forms. In one embodiment, each three 
axis motion detector is a three-axis accelerometer, Such as the 
IMEMSO brand three-axis accelerometer available from 
Analog Devices, Inc. of Norwood, Mass. Another commer 
cially available accelerometer is the VECTORSEIS(R) brand 
device available from Input/Output, Inc. of Houston, Tex. In 
other embodiments, each three-axis motion detector may be a 
three-axis Velocity phone (also known as a geophone or par 
ticle motion detector). Many commercially available three 
axis velocity phones may be used, such as geophones avail 
able from Ion Geophysical of Houston, Tex. The use of 
squares in the drawing to identify the three-axis motion detec 
tors is meant to distinguish the hydrophones from the other 
sensors, and is not meant to imply any structural configura 
tion of the hydrophones. 

Still referring to FIG. 2, sensor streamers 116 in accor 
dance with at least some embodiments also comprise a plu 
rality of electrodes 224A-C coupled to the elongated outer 
jacket 200. In the embodiments illustrated in FIG. 2, the 
electrodes 224 are spaced longitudinally along the elongated 
outer jacket 200 and are disposed between sets of co-located 
hydrophones 220 and three-axis motion detectors 222. The 
spacing of the three-axis motion detectors 222 is indicated as 
AZ, which spacing can be uniform along the length or non 
uniform. Inasmuch as the electrodes 224 are used to measure 
Voltage potential at respective locations of the electrodes 224, 
the electrodes are electrically exposed outside the elongated 
outer jacket 200. As illustrated, electrically exposed may 
mean the electrodes are disposed on the outside of the elon 
gated outer jacket 200, but in other embodiments the elec 
trodes may reside within the elongated outer jacket 200, yet 
are exposed to the Surrounding water, Such as by apertures 
through the elongated outer jacket 200. 

In order to read the data created by each of the sensors, a 
communication pathway 230 (shown in dashed line) is dis 
posed within the elongated outer jacket 200. Thus, the com 
munication pathway 230 communicatively couples to the 
sensors to enable reading data. The communication pathway 
may take many forms, such as one or more optical conduc 
tors, one or more electrical conductors, or combinations. The 
communications that take place over the communication 
pathway 230 may comprise analog communication, digital 
communication, communications by way of a communica 
tion protocol (e.g., Ethernet), or combinations. The commu 
nication pathway 230 is discussed more below with reference 
to FIG. 4. 

FIG. 3 is a side elevation view of sensor streamers in 
accordance with other embodiments. In particular, sensor 
streamer 300 illustrates sensor streamers that omit the elec 
trodes, and where the hydrophones 230 are not longitudinally 
co-located with the three-axis motion detectors 222. Sensor 
streamer 302 illustrates sensor streamers where the electrodes 
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224 are longitudinally co-located with one or both of the 
hydrophones 220 and the three-axis motion detectors 222. 
Sensor streamer 304 illustrates sensor streamers where none 
of the sensors are longitudinally co-located. The number of 
each type of sensor need not be the same. Even where hydro 
phones and three-axis motion detectors are longitudinally 
co-located at Some locations, other longitudinal locations 
may have only a hydrophone or only a three-axis motion 
detector. 

FIG. 4 shows a cross-sectional view of sensor streamer 116 
in accordance with at least Some embodiments. In particular, 
FIG. 4 shows the elongated outerjacket 200. In some embodi 
ments, the elongated outer jacket is polyurethane, but any 
water resistant polymer material may be used. In many 
embodiments, the elongated outer jacket 200 is flexible, par 
ticularly extended length sensor streamers. In other embodi 
ments, the elongated outerjacket 200 may be rigid, such as in 
the case of installations in shallow water where the sensor 
streamers are relatively short. The sensor streamer 116 
couples to coupling 202 and coupling 204. The couplings 202 
and 204 may be made of any suitable material. Such as steel, 
stainless steel, and high density plastics. In some embodi 
ments, the coupling 202 is made of different material than 
coupling 204, as the relative forces that each coupling must 
withstand may be different. Any suitable coupling mecha 
nism between the couplings 202 and 204 and the elongated 
outer jacket 200 may be used, such as clamping, friction 
connections (i.e., the elongated outer jacket 200 forced over 
threads or directional barbs), and glue connections. 
As mentioned above, in use the sensor streamer 116 is held 

in tension by the force supplied by buoy 112. In some cases, 
the mechanical connections between the couplings 202 and 
204 and the elongated outer jacket 200, as well as the elon 
gated outerjacket 200 itself, are sufficiently strong to hold the 
expected tensile forces, and thus no internal system need be 
present to carry the tension load. In other cases, the sensor 
streamer 116 may comprise a line 400 disposed within the 
elongated outer jacket and coupled on each end to the cou 
plings 202 and 204. The length of the line 400 is selected such 
that tension forces applied between the couplings 202 and 
204 are carried, at least on part, by the line 400. Thus, the 
elongated outer jacket 200 need not carry significant, if any, 
tensile forces. While illustrative FIG. 2 shows the line 400 
disposed at the center of the elongated outerjacket 200, other 
placements, and number of lines 400, may be used. In a 
particular embodiment, the line 400 may be made from VEC 
TRANR) brand fiberavailable from Hoechst Celanese Corp., 
New York, N.Y. 

Still referring to FIG.4, in accordance with at least some 
embodiments a co-located hydrophone 220 and three-axis 
motion detector 222 are disposed within a carrier assembly 
402.The carrier assembly 402 as illustrated has a channel 404 
through which the line 400 protrudes. The carrier assembly 
402 may take any suitable form, such as the form described in 
commonly owned U.S. Pat. No. 7,881,159 (and referred to 
therein as spacers). In cases where the hydrophones are not 
co-located with the three-axis motion detectors 222, separate 
carrier assemblies may be used for each. 

FIG. 4 also shows multiple example embodiments of elec 
trodes. In particular, FIG. 4 shows an electrode 224 in the 
form of an electrode pair 406A-B. Thus, in some embodi 
ments the Voltage measurements taken by way of the elec 
trode pair 406 are Voltage or potential existing across the 
electrode pair 406. In other embodiments, voltage may be 
measured at an electrode 224 with respect to any suitable 
reference, such as another electrode spaced longitudinally 
from the electrode on the same sensor streamer. The illustra 
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tive electrode pair 406 further illustrates one embodiment 
having the electrode pair 406 electrically exposed on the 
elongated outerjacket 200. In particular, the electrodes of the 
electrode pair 406 are coupled directly to the outside diameter 
of the elongated outer jacket 200. In order to take voltage 
measurements, electrical conductors 408A-B couple to each 
electrode of the electrode pair 406 by way of apertures 
410A-B through the elongated outer jacket 200. In order to 
seal the apertures 410 from water intrusion, either one or both 
of the electrodes of the electrode pair 406 are sealed to the 
elongated outerjacket 200 over the apertures 410, and/or the 
apertures 410 are sealed with a sealant. 

FIG. 4 also illustrates other embodiments for placement of 
the electrodes such that the electrodes are electrically 
exposed outside the elongated outer jacket 200. In particular, 
the electrodes of the electrode pair 414 are disposed within 
the elongated outerjacket 200, but are nonetheless exposed to 
water that resides outside the elongated outer jacket 200 by 
way of apertures 416A-B. In order to seal the apertures 416 
from water intrusion, the electrodes of the electrode pair 414 
are sealed against the internal diameter of the elongated outer 
jacket 200 over the apertures 410. 

In order to obtain data from the various sensors within the 
sensor streamer 116, and as discussed above, a communica 
tion pathway 230 resides within the elongated outer jacket 
200. In the illustrative embodiment, the communication path 
way 230 comprises a plurality of different communication 
sub-pathways. More particularly, in the illustrative embodi 
ments of FIG. 4, each sensor type has a dedicated communi 
cation Sub-pathway. For example, a first communication Sub 
pathway 440 may couple to the illustrative hydrophone 220, 
and in fact the communication sub-pathway may communi 
cate with some or all the hydrophones in the sensor streamer 
116, but such coupling is not shown in FIG. 4 so as not to 
unduly complicate the figure. The communication Sub-path 
way 440 may take any Suitable form, such as an electrical 
conductor or optical conductor. The communication over the 
communication Sub-pathway 440 may likewise take any Suit 
able form or protocol. Such as analog, digital, or a digital 
packet-based message system. 

FIG. 4 further shows another communication sub-pathway 
442 coupled to the illustrative three-axis motion detector 222, 
and in fact the communication Sub-pathway 442 may com 
municate with some or all the three-axis motion detectors 222 
in the sensor streamer 116, but such coupling is not shown in 
FIG. 4 so as not to unduly complicate the figure. The com 
munication Sub-pathway 442 may take any Suitable form, 
Such as an electrical conductor or optical conductor. The 
communication over the communication Sub-pathway 440 
may likewise take any Suitable form or protocol. Such as 
analog, digital, or a digital packet-based message system. In 
Some cases, the communication Sub-pathway used by the 
three-axis motion detectors 222 may be the same as the com 
munication Sub-pathway used by the hydrophones 220, par 
ticularly where a packet-based communication system and 
protocol is implemented. 

FIG. 4 further shows a third communication sub-pathway 
444 in the form of the conductors 408 coupled to the illustra 
tive electrode pair 406. In a particular embodiment, the com 
munication Sub-pathway 444 couples to a plurality of elec 
trodes and/or electrode pairs, but Such coupling is not shown 
in FIG. 4 so as not to unduly complicate the figure. The 
communication Sub-pathway 444 may take any suitable form, 
Such as a pair of electrical conductors in the case where 
Voltage measurements are read by a distance device. In other 
cases, the electronics to perform the Voltage measurements 
across the electrode pairs may be placed proximate to the 
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8 
electrode pair, and thus the analog measurements may be 
converted to a digital form and communicated by way of 
message packets. Here too, the communication Sub-pathway 
444 may also take any suitable form, such as analog, digital, 
or a digital packet-based message system. 

Still referring to FIG. 4, in at least some embodiments the 
sensor streamer 116 is neutrally buoyant. In order to achieve 
neutral buoyancy given the various components disposed 
within the elongated outer jacket, in Some cases the sensor 
streamer 116 further comprises a buoyancy void filler 460. 
The buoyancy void filler is shown disposed only at one loca 
tion in FIG. 4 so as not to unduly complicate the figure, but it 
will be understood that in some cases the buoyancy void filler 
fills all voids within the internal volume of the elongated outer 
jacket 200. In some cases, the buoyancy void filler is a liquid 
having a specific gravity less than water, Such as mineral oil 
(which also acts to electrically isolate the internal compo 
nents). In other cases, the buoyancy void material 460 may be 
low viscosity liquid in its uncured State, but upon curing 
increase in Viscosity to become a gel, semi-solid, or Solid in 
form. In cases where the buoyancy void filler 460 is a liquid, 
one or more baffles 480 may be installed to reduce movement 
liquid caused by movement of the sensor streamer 116. 

FIG. 5 shows a method in accordance with at least some 
embodiments. In particular, the method starts (block 500) and 
comprises monitoring a state of a hydrocarbon bearing earth 
formation that resides below a body of water (block 502). The 
monitoring comprises: sending energy into the earth forma 
tion (block 504); and sensing energy reflected from the earth 
formation by way of a plurality of vertically oriented sensor 
streamers, the sensing accomplished by using both a plurality 
of hydrophones and a plurality of three-axis motion detectors 
on each sensor streamer (block 506). Sending energy into the 
formation may comprise sending acoustic energy, sending 
electromagnetic energy, or both. The acoustic and electro 
magnetic energy may be sent simultaneously, or at different 
times. In the case of sensing electromagnetic energy, the 
sensing may be accomplished by using a plurality of elec 
trodes on each of the vertically oriented sensor streamers. 
Thereafter, the method ends (block 508), or may be repeated. 

For 4D monitoring of hydrocarbon producing earth forma 
tion, multiple monitoring sessions may be performed over 
time. For example, the earth formation may be monitored by 
sending energy into the formation and sensing reflected 
energy by the Substantially vertical sensor streamers, refrain 
ing for Some period of time (e.g., a month, six months, a year) 
during which time hydrocarbons are extracted from the earth 
formation, and then sending energy again into the formation 
and sensing reflected energy. 

References to “one embodiment”, “an embodiment”, “a 
particular embodiment’, and “some embodiments’ indicate 
that a particular element or characteristic is included in at 
least one embodiment of the invention. Although the phrases 
“in one embodiment”, “an embodiment”, “a particular 
embodiment, and 'some embodiments' may appear in vari 
ous places, these do not necessarily refer to the same embodi 
ment. 
The above discussion is meant to be illustrative of the 

principles and various embodiments of the present invention. 
Numerous variations and modifications will become apparent 
to those skilled in the art once the above disclosure is fully 
appreciated. For example, each sensor streamer 116 may 
comprise multiple individual sections electrically and 
mechanically coupled end-to-end to form each overall 
streamer 116. It is intended that the following claims be 
interpreted to embrace all Such variations and modifications. 
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What is claimed is: 
1. A sensor system comprising: 
a buoy; 
an anchor; 
a sensor streamer coupled between the buoy and the 

anchor, the sensor streamer comprising: 
an elongated outer jacket; 
a first coupling on a first end of the elongated outer 

jacket, the first coupling coupled to the buoy; 
a second coupling on a second end of the elongated outer 

jacket, the second end opposite the first end, the sec 
ond coupling coupled to the anchor, 

a line disposed within the outer jacket, the line coupled 
on a first end to the first coupling, and the line coupled 
on a second end to the second coupling; 

wherein the line has a length Such that a tension force 
applied between the buoy and the anchor is carried at 
least in part by the line; and 

a plurality of hydrophones coupled to the outer jacket, 
each hydrophone of the plurality of hydrophones lon 
gitudinally spaced along the outer jacket; and 

a plurality of three-axis motion detectors, each three 
axis motion detector of the plurality of three-axis 
motion detectors longitudinally spaced along the 
outer jacket; 

a first rope coupled at the distal end of the buoy proximate 
the first coupling, the first rope couples to a buoy of a first 
adjacent sensor System; and 

a second rope coupled at the distal end of the buoy proxi 
mate the first coupling, the second rope couples to a buoy 
of a second adjacent sensor system; 

wherein the first rope and second rope are distinct from the 
line disposed within the outer jacket. 

2. The sensor system of claim 1 wherein each hydrophone 
of the plurality of hydrophones is substantially co-located 
with a three-axis motion detector of the plurality of three-axis 
motion detectors. 

3. The sensor system of claim 2 wherein the sensor 
streamer further comprises a plurality of electrodes coupled 
to the outer jacket, the plurality of electrodes longitudinally 
spaced along the outer jacket, and the plurality of electrodes 
electrically exposed outside the outer jacket. 

4. The sensor System of claim 3 further comprising a com 
munication pathway disposed within the elongated outer 
jacket, the communication pathway being at least one 
selected from the group consisting of an optical conductor, 
and an electrical conductor. 

5. The marine survey system of claim 3 where each sensor 
system further comprises a communication pathway disposed 
within the elongated outer jacket, the communication path 
way being at least one selected from the group consisting of 
an optical conductor; and an electrical conductor. 

6. The sensor system of claim 3 wherein at least one elec 
trode of the plurality of electrodes is disposed between two 
sets of co-located hydrophone and three-axis motion detector. 

7. The sensor system of claim 3 wherein at least one elec 
trode of the plurality of electrodes is substantially co-located 
with a hydrophone of the plurality of hydrophones and a 
three-axis motion detector of the plurality of three-axis 
motion detectors. 

8. The sensor system of claim 1 wherein the sensor 
streamer further comprises a plurality of electrodes coupled 
to the outer jacket, the plurality of electrodes longitudinally 
spaced along the outer jacket, and the plurality of electrodes 
electrically exposed outside the outer jacket. 

9. The sensor system of claim 8 further comprising a com 
munication pathway disposed within the elongated outer 
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10 
jacket, and the communication pathway communicatively 
coupled to the plurality of hydrophones, the plurality of three 
axis motion detectors, and the plurality of electrodes. 

10. The sensor system of claim 1 wherein each of the 
plurality of thee-axis motion detectors is at least one selected 
from the group consisting of a three-axis accelerometer, and 
a three-axis Velocity phone. 

11. A marine Survey system comprising: 
a plurality of sensor Systems deployed in a grid pattern, and 

each sensor System of the plurality of sensor Systems 
extending upward from a bottom of a body of water, each 
sensor System comprising: 
a buoy; 
an anchor contacting the bottom; 
an elongated outer jacket, the elongated outer jacket 

coupled on a first end to the buoy, and the elongated 
outerjacket coupled on a second end to the anchor; 

a plurality of hydrophones coupled to the outer jacket, 
each hydrophone of the plurality of hydrophones lon 
gitudinally spaced along the outer jacket; and 

a plurality of three-axis motion detectors, each three 
axis motion detector of the plurality of three-axis 
motion detectors longitudinally spaced along the 
outerjacket, 

a plurality of ropes that define a grid pattern, the grid 
pattern of the plurality of ropes substantially parallel to 
the sea floor, and the plurality of ropes disposed at a 
depth proximate the first end of each sensor system; and 

the buoy of each sensor system disposed at intersections of 
two or more of the plurality of ropes. 

12. The marine survey system of claim 11 wherein each 
hydrophone of the plurality of hydrophones is substantially 
co-located with a three-axis motion detector of the plurality 
of three-axis motion detectors. 

13. The marine survey system of claim 12 wherein each 
sensor system further comprises a plurality of electrodes 
coupled to the outer jacket, the plurality of electrodes longi 
tudinally spaced along the outer jacket, and the plurality of 
electrodes electrically exposed outside the outer jacket. 

14. The marine survey system of claim 13 wherein at least 
one electrode of the plurality of electrodes is disposed 
between two sets of co-located hydrophone and three-axis 
motion detector. 

15. The marine survey system of claim 13 wherein at least 
one electrode of the plurality of electrodes is substantially 
co-located with a hydrophone of the plurality of hydrophones 
and a three-axis motion detector of the plurality of three-axis 
motion detectors. 

16. The marine survey system of claim 11 wherein each 
sensor system further comprises a plurality of electrodes 
coupled to the outer jacket, the plurality of electrodes longi 
tudinally spaced along the outer jacket, and the plurality of 
electrodes electrically exposed outside the outer jacket. 

17. The marine survey system of claim 16 wherein each 
sensor System further comprises a communication pathway 
disposed within the elongated outer jacket, and the commu 
nication pathway communicatively coupled to the plurality of 
hydrophones, the plurality of three-axis motion detectors, and 
the plurality of electrodes. 

18. The marine survey system of claim 11 wherein each of 
the plurality of thee-axis motion detectors is at least one 
selected from the group consisting of a three-axis acceler 
ometer; and a three-axis Velocity phone. 

19. The marine survey system of claim 11 where each buoy 
is positioned below a surface of the body of water. 
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20. The marine survey system of claim 11 wherein at least 
two of the sensor Systems are coupled proximate to their 
respective buoys by way of a line. 

21. The marine survey system of claim 11 further compris 
ing a plurality of lines defining a grid pattern, and wherein 5 
buoys of the sensor systems couple at intersections of two or 
more of the plurality of lines. 
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